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Princess Nine Complete Series Available as a Litebox-style DVD Set
GRIMES, IA, December 11, 2013 – Anime producer Lucky Penny Entertainment is pleased to
announce the Princess Nine DVD Collection will be released on April 1, 2014.
The DVD set will feature the complete 26-episode anime series, in a single DVD keepcase, with English
audio, Japanese audio and English subtitles. On-disc extras will include the clean opening and
closing, player statistics, Oden Cooking Special, A History of Baseball in Japan, voice actress profiles,
Karaoke with Princess Nine, an original Japanese cover art gallery and the U.S trailer. Plus, brand-new
extras never before seen in North America including music clips for "Kaseki no Machi" and "Passionate
Days", a Warsaw Philharmonic video, the "Music Selections" and "Dream Stadium" music videos and
Sound Staff Interviews parts 1 and 2.
Princess Nine features animation by Phoenix Entertainment. The series first aired in Japan on NHK from
April to October of 1998.
Visit princess-nine.rightstuf.com for more information about Princess Nine, to view the trailers and
to pre-order the DVD set.
About Princess Nine:
In the male-dominated sport of baseball, one group of high school girls is about to turn the world
upside down! Ryo Hayakawa, daughter of a legendary pitcher, has been chosen to lead the
"Princesses," Japan's first-ever girl's baseball team. They don't want to play in a separate league they're taking on the boys at their own game. And their goal? None other than Koshien, the
national high school baseball championship!

But for all the challenges they face on the field, the hardest battles are the ones fought behind the
scenes. They'll have to overcome prejudice, endure weeks of hard training, and work their way
through romantic rivalries if they ever want a chance to make it to the top!
DVD Features:
Clean opening and closing, "Kaseki no Machi" music clip, "Passionate Days" music clip, Warsaw
Philharmonic video, "Music Selections" music video, "Dream Stadium" music video, sound staff
interviews parts 1 and 2, player statistics, Oden cooking special, a history of baseball in Japan, voice
actress profiles, karaoke with Princess Nine, original Japanese cover art gallery, U.S. trailer and Nozomi
Entertainment trailers
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About Lucky Penny Entertainment
Founded in 2012, Lucky Penny Entertainment is a video production company dedicated to high-quality,
budget-friendly releases of anime fan favorites and niche titles. To this end, Lucky Penny focuses solely on
working with fantastic titles and offering quality video, translation and subtitle treatments of the
presentations while keeping packaging to an eco-friendly minimum.
A sampling of the Lucky Penny lineup includes: Ristorante Paradiso, Hyakko and Sweet Blue Flowers.
Visit www.luckypennyent.com for additional information.
ABOUT RIGHT STUF, INC.
Founded in 1987, Right Stuf, Inc. is amongst North America’s largest publishers, distributors and retailers
in the anime and manga marketplace. One of the industry’s original pioneers, Right Stuf operates a
multinational mail-order catalog and one of the trade’s most recognized Internet storefronts,
rightstuf.com. Right Stuf also works in a variety of media vehicles that include video streaming, podcasts
and special publications. Included under the Right Stuf corporate umbrella is print publisher, Right Stuf
On-Demand, and video production labels Nozomi Entertainment, Lucky Penny and 5 Points Pictures.
Visit www.righstuf.com for additional information.

